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Rice Places One
In Region Finals
For 1965 Rhodes

121 off 123 Accept
Early Admission,
38 Receive Aid
BY DARREL HANCOCK

Wiess Senior Walter Johnson, Jr., will be Rice's lone
representative at the Rhodes
Scholarship regional finals to
be held in New Orleans next
Saturday.
Johnson, a physics major
from Camden, Arkansas, won
his place in the finals at the
Arkansas state interviews held
in Little Rock this week Students may enter the Rhodes
competition either in their
home state or in the state
where they attended college.
Competing against
eleven
other finalists from the sixstate region, Johnson will be
trying for one of four scholarships likely to be awarded by
the interviewing committee.
Texas Interviews
In the Texas state interviews held on the campus yesterday, places in, the finals
were given to Stanford University senior Thomas A Cotton and University of Texas
senior William C. Keach, Jr.
Keach, enrolled in a liberal
arts honors program at the
University of Texas, was born
in Robstown, Texas. Cotton, a
native of Dallas, is an Electrical Engineering major at Stanford but plans to read history
at Oxford
Rice's delegation- to the Texas interviews was composed of
seniors Donald Alvin Alton,
Mark W. Booth, David Louis
Gassman and Don Siegmund.
Alton and Siegmund are members of Will Rice, Booth and
Gassman of Baker.
Also A Drummer
The committee which interviewed here included Stanley
Marcus of Dallas, Dr. Carleton
Chapman of the University of
Texas School of Medicine, Professor Joseph McKnight of the
SMU School of Law, and Dr.
Raymond Pruitt, Robert Eikel
and Ewell Murphy of Houston.
Johnson returned to the
campus late last night. A member of Phi Beta Kappa and a
Fellow of Wiess College, he
will study physics at Oxford.

NYC Charter Jet
To Leave Friday
A chartered Christmas flight
to New York engineered by a
Rice undergraduate entrepreneur will take off tomorrow evening at six, carrying —"hopefully"—upwards of seventy Rice
and area college students.
The flight, arranged by Baker senior Mike Derkacz, had
originally been scheduled tenatively, but Derkacz went ahead
and committed himself Monday
. though "way short" of the passengers needed to pay for the
plane.
"As of now, I'm losing my
. shirt," Derkacz said Tuesday.
"But I'm hopeful." The only
sure thing now, he said, is the
flight and a bill for $4576.55 for
tne 92-seat Turboprop Electra.
Studentd or others interested
in the $60 flight to New York
can contact Derkacz tonight or
.tomorrow at J A 2-6676 or J A 84141, ext. 633.

8 Days
'Til Christmas

Thresher Staff Reporter

Only two of 123 successful applicants f o r early admission to
the University under the f i r s t
year of tuition next September
failed to accept early admission
offered them under Rice's new
Early Decision Plan.
Undergraduate A f f a i r s Dean
M. V. McEnany said Tuesday
that 38 of the 79 who requested
financial aid received scholarships.
"There were no Negro applicants for early admissions," said
Director of Admissions Bernard
Giles, referring to the removal
of the "white only" provision in
tne Rice charter which, together
with the charging of tuition,
was approved by the courts earlier this year.

I

The tinsel and sentiment of the fourth week of December stands in cold contrast to the
crush of exams and papers which seemingly always fall due in the third. But Christmas
manages to intrude on the Rice campus in spite of the rush to get finished and get gone.

A CASE AND AN INTERVIEW

Free Speech: National Perspective
By RICHARD BEST
By HUGH RICE KELLY
The problem of controversial speakers on
"It's a simple issue—either you are able to
campuses has plagued university presidents for
hear people or you are not," Robert Van Waes, a
years. A question impossible to avoid, it has been
staff associate of the American Association of
handled by some with obsequience to local presUniversity Professors (AAUP), told the Thresher
sure groups and by others with a forthright dethis week.
fense of academic freedom.
"To say that some can and that some can't be
An example of the latter case was acknowlheard is invidious by definition, defeats the whole
educational process and defies the notion that the
edged in 1961 by he American Association of
academic community should be free to search
University Professors when the group gave its
for the truth and go where the search takes it."
Alexander Meiklejohn Award to President A r t h u r
S. Flemming of the University of Oregon for
An employee of the Washington office of the
upholding the right of students to select campus
A A U P whose work includes staff service to the
Committee on Faculty Responsibility f o r the
speakers.
Academic Freedom of Students (Committee S),
(The Meiklejohn Award is presented each year
Van Waes was on campus following a conference
to an American college or university administraheld at Baylor University last weekend. While
tor or trustee, or to a board of trustees as a
he consented to discuss the general question of
group, in recognition of an outstanding contribustudent freedoms, Van Waes declined to comment
tion to academic freedom.)
on the particular situation at Rice.
Flemming, Secretary of Health, Education, and
"At good schools," he said, "the question of the
Welfare under President Eisenhower, was also
students' right to invite whom they please has
lauded for less controversial efforts in the same
been answered long ago. There
area when he was president of
is a correlation between the
Ohio W e s 1 e y a n University.
quality of an institution and the
There he urged the local AAdegree of freedom it allows,"
U P to draw up its own stateThe two feature, articles
he added.
ment on academic freedom and
printed here are offered to
responsibility, and then saw to
As an association, the AAUP
provide more perspective on
its adoption by the administrahas "emphatically endorsed the
the issues raised by last
tion, the alumni association, and
student's right to hear." Its
week's policy statement by
the Board of Trustees.
most recent involvement in this
President Pitzer regarding
area was the d r a f t report of
At Ohio Wesleyan there was
the academic freedom of stuCommittee S (Thresher, Octono "cause celebre" because as
dents. On page two a profesber 22) which has yet to be
one professor recalled, "he was
sor and a student comment
considered by the AAUP's delethe kind of administrator who,
on the University's expressed
gate convention.
by constantly sustaining the
views on free speech.
principles of academic freedom,
Van Waes reported that reac—Ed
prevents such untoward events
tion to the committee's statefrom taking place."
' < ment has been generally favorable, although few chapters have yet given it
Nevertheless, once at Oregon, Flemming was
formal consideration.
confronted with protests of a student group's
Some criticism of the wording has been voiced
invitation to a former secretary of the U.S. Comand some changes in the composition have been
munist Party to speak on campus. He stated at
made as a result, but no changes have been
the time that, "A university by its very nature
made in the section on speakers.
cannot pay lip service to the concept of freedom
[The section on speakers provides that "any
of expression and then deny persons with whom
person who is presented by a recognized student organization should be allowed to speak"
ii is in sharp disagreement the opportunity of
"
(Continued on Page 3)
giving expression to their views." '

Editor's Note

Negroes To Apply
"We anticipate a number of
Negro applicants in the spring,"
Giles said, attributing their lack
in the early program to the
short notice with which the
Early Decision Plan was established last semester.
Mr. Giles feels that the program will have an even more
favorable response next year
when information about early
admissions will be more readily
available to all candidates.
The Admissions D i r e c t o r ,
speaking of t h e 174 seniors who
completed the special applications, emphasized, " I t is noteworthy that there wasn't the
spread in quality that is often
found among applicants." He
added, however, that they were
not "super-candidates."
"As best we could, we chose
every student who we thought
would have been accepted in
regular spring admissions."
First Choice
"Students who made early application to Rice were not permitted to make similar application elsewhere," continued Mr.
Giles. He stressed that the program was intended only for high
school seniors who have def(Continued on Page 5)

Epidemic Cause
Still A 'Mystery'
The cause of last week's
epidemic of diarrhea among the
college residents is still undetermined, according to Dr.
Ray H. Skaggs of the Rice Student Health Service.
Cultures were
grown
in
specimens taken from all food
services employees and from
patients who reported to the
infirmary. "To date none of
these have grown any of the
m a j o r organisms causing diarrhea," Skaggs stated.
Dr. Skaggs said t h a t only
two bacteria, Salmonella and
Shigella, are m a j o r causes of
diarrhea and only these types
can be completely identified in
cultures.
So f a r it is only speculation
t h a t the food served in the colleges' commons last week was
the source of the disease which
struck around campus last
Tuesday evening and Wednesday.
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The Christmas story once again peals
out upon a happy little stereophonic, filter
tip world of parking tickets, bluebooks^
and dexedrine.
The booming carols in glittering, teeming department stores remind us of the
joyous message — t h a t we can shelve
our books for bottles and speed over
turnpikes to share a few precious days
with our families, old friends, and perhaps lavishing what remains of ourselves
and our wallets on a special someone.
Strange t h a t the humble birth of a
baby in an obscure village of the Near
E a s t a couple of thousand years ago should
so disrupt the pattern of the Good Life
t h a t even the New York Stock Exchange
pauses f o r the day.

\

Odd t h a t church bells in Brussels, Boston, Buenos Aires and Biloxi ring out to
commemorate the coming of a child who
would never know the intracacies of
economic warfare and foreign policy, much
less the diplomacy of cocktail party etiquette.
Funny that angels and shepherds should
share top billing with Maverick, missiles

and sensational murders.
More unusual still are the moments
amid tinsel and egg-nog when we realize
t h a t this celebrated infant of a far-off
time and place was a living symbol of all
the love and humanity, t h a t man can ever
hope to know.
The above editorial was written in 1959 by
the Thresher Associate Editor, Bill Delaney.
It has been reprinted in the week before Christmas each year since.—Ed.

The University's Early Decision Plan,
put into operation rather late in the last
school year, gave us something of a start
this week when we learned the results:
123 accepted, 121 accepted back, remitting
earnest money.
What of the commonly-voiced doubt
t h a t Rice could attract the Super-Boards
group only with the . no-tuition lure ?
Groundless, perhaps, judging on'early returns.
The Rice Myth, to whatever extent it is
a myth, 4ives on in the hearts of the lemmings.

*76e *7«vttle 7u%tt&
No Senate meeting this week. No Senthe faculty last semester: no action, no
ate meeting last week. Nor the week beword, no complaints.
fore.
• Residents of the colleges continue to
live under a sharply restrictive rule on
During that period a master of one of
Open House. One college broaches the isthe colleges resigned; President Pitzer
sue, a few more join in to study the quesissued a statement of policy hamstringtions involved; the Senate has not the
ing hopelessly one of the Senate's two
wit to see the possibilities of its potential
major committees; old business (as disfor coordinating their studies, giving
tinguished from minutae) gathers dust.
moral, bureaucratic or other support or
No meeting, no debate, no resolutions, no
help.
action of any kind.
• Free Speech: President Pitzer's retroThe Senate neither leads nor follows.
grade statement at the University AssemNever the initiator of policy in any area,
bly demanded an immediate reply. It got
it sluggishly if at all reacts to questions,
none since a quorum couldn't be gotten
controversies, or unmet needs in "other"
up; this issue, as clear-cut a challenge as
areas of the campus than the little-used
we have seen on this campus in many
SA office.
years,
was, like so many less dramatic
The areas of neglect read in one section
questions,
not dealt with. It shows every
like the catalogue of vital questions facprospect
now
of fading into the Senate's
ing Rice undergraduates; in another as an
crowded
"Out"
basket.
exhaustive list of programs student govThe
list
goes
on
and on.
ernments across the country have devised
For
at
least
the
past two years, the SA
to benefit, amuse, or enlighten the stuhas
been
sliding
steadily downhill; we
dents they claim to represent.
thought
last
year
when
the Senate's preThe Forum Committee is a case in point.
mier
achievement
was
its
decisive approval
Vital issues come and go, mostly go, on
o
f
an
(unsuccessful)
entry
into, a national
the Rice campus, but the Forum arranges
.turtle
race,
we
wer$
confident;jfhat
the SA
no" forums (the free, local people variety,
had finally reacheci/its inadiri'l
,as with the "Rice Myth" forums two
We were wrong.
" •>; • '•
years back). Just one of the five colleges y
*
This
year's
government
hasn't eyeli en(Will Rice) presents a, speaker virtually
tered
its
turtle.
/
every week, including not a f$w very good
on,es; the Forui}i gets thi-ee speakers in
fopr months. Gu6 Hall or no, the Senate
ha# permitted its. ljumbpr one committee
•
'•
• i• v.. •;».'..4* .
to lapse into virtually complete obscurity
response t^qiiestiopS regarding the
without a senatorial whimper, question or
l | ® r s t l i p of unsigned editdri^tein the
complaint.
SJhuffling our file, we note:
• The reading period extension, which
figured in some hopeful discussions with
to append their initials.
;
t
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Matasow Supports Open Foraais
Sir:—In last week's excellent breed becomes extinct, a live domestic Communist, attempting
edition of the Thresher, President Pitzer's statement on aca- to indoctrinate or proselyte a
demic freedom was subjected to Rice audience, might teach stuthe destructive criticism it un- dents more about Communism
in America than all the essays
fortunately deserved.
I can add very little to the assigned in class.
The President, therefore, has
arguments mobilized on the editorial page and elsewhere violated the very criterion that
against the President's vague he appealed to in hiis statement,
rule on outside speakers. But for he has weakened the "edusince too much cannot be said on cational effectiveness" of this
behalf of free speech, I would university and, incidentally, relike to join my voice to the treated from the ideal of excellence only recently so well arcfhorus of protest.
The great value of the private ticulated iby the President himuniversities in America is that self.
ALLEN J. MATUSOW
they need never fall victim to
Dept. of History
the tyranny of majorities or the
prejudices of legislatures. Supported independently, the priGlada Attacks
vate school can maintain open Administration's Logic
forums and unfettered discusSir: — Isn't logic wonderful!
sion even When state schools are
Once again we are treated to
forced to impose restrictions on
the ridiculous lengths to which
debate.
Rice Policy will stretch in orRepel Regression
der to please everybody.
It is this ability to defend
Of course it might have been
free speech and inquiry in unnaive of me to suppose that
seasonable times that provides we might hear some clear, conthe private university its ulti- cise thinking—but, at least as
mate justification. The tragedy
regards the problem of f r e e idea
of the President's policy on out- exchange, I had hoped that the
side speakers is that it betrays Administration would take a
this high purpose and surrendefinite stand and accept the
ders to repressive forces that
consequences. Oh well, you can't
Rice is well-equipped to resist.
blame them. They've got the
In view of last week's discus- image to think about.
sion, a general defense now of
So now "ideas will not be
the concept of an open forum suppressed" at Rice but "irraseems unnecessary. I need mere- tional speakers" will not be perly refer the unconvinced to Mill's mitted. Naturally, this restricEssay on Liberty.
tion does not apply to the stuBut it seems to me that con- dents.
ditions peculiar to Rice make the
However, what would happen
President's policy particularly —what would be done if a sturegrettable here. Rice students
dent were to go insane, fi'oth at
are insulated from the outside the mouth, and espouse actively
world. Exposure to the men who and loudly, (shudder) communmake events or seek to direct ism ? Could the University in
events is perhaps the' easiest all good conscience allow such
way of bringing the world to the a vile doctrine on this campus?
university.
Would not the student be irraMalice Irrelevant
tional ?
Since the real function of the
And, of course, if a speaker
Forum is to serve this educa- is irrational . . . .
tional purpose, the supposed
Aren't the workings of the
malice or even disloyalty of po- Rice mind grand?
tential speakers is an irreleROGER S. GLADE
vant consideration. Before the
Hanszen '67

Athlete Endorses Double Standard
Sir:—I feel that the time has
come to speak out f o r the minority faction at the University. In
a recent article in the Thresher
by Harvey Sachs (Big-Time
Athletics: What Price Glory?)
the athletes again took it in the
neck. In my two years at this
University, I have yet to read
an article in which the athletes
have not been made the abject
of ridicule.
The image of the "big dumb
jock," or in my case, "small
dumb jock," has been firmly
established. I am tired of being
the door mat f o r Rice students
to wipe their feet on.
It was stated that the athletic department contributes only
$200,000 a year to the University budget of $8,000,000. What
other organization on this campus can remain self-sufficient
and still find its way to contribute $200,000 ?
Athletic Prestige
Athletics also brings prestige
to this University. How has Rice
gained the most. recognition in
the past few months?. It. has
'been from two athletes competing in the Tokyo Olympics,
javelin thrower Ed Rpd, and
World Pole-Vault Champion
Fred Hansen. I feel that athletics now and in the past have
brought at least as much prestige to Rice as any weenie ever
has or probably ever will.
It is clear to me why a sug-

gestion to eliminate big-time
athletics a t Rice is not looked
upon by the student body with
utter contempt. Rice is lacking
in one element that all other
schools have, that being school
spirit. There is no sense of
pride in the accomplishments of
the athletes here.
Commerce Major
As an example, I cite the fact
that the track and tennis teams,
the former f o r the f i r s t time in
25 years, won the SWC title. I
would guess t h a t over half the
student body didn't know this,
and what's more, they couldn't
care less.
The idea that Rice maintains
two curricula "to protect academic mediocrity" fascinates me.
I happen to ibe a Commerce major (there, I admitted it), and
what's more, I happen to like
it! The second-year commerce
program (Comm. 200, Principles
of Accounting) I would rate
with any first-year accounting
course anywhere.
I seriously douibt the fact of
academic mediocrity there. Besides the one Commerce course a
year, the rest of the courses are
academic.
True, athletes do have some
special courses (Bio 110, Math
100), but then, what are Engineers doing taking such things
as Music or;. History of Art?
Why shouldn't this look me(Continued on Page 8)

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS
By STEVE THORPE
Threaher AmuMments Editor
There has, for the longest
time, been a small group of directors who have sworn that
a play written in verse was
drama and not poetry, while an
equally small group of English
professors have sworn that it
was poetry and not drama.

course, that poetry should be
read aloud to be fully appreciated — but poetry has to rely
solely on language to get the
message across, and hence tends
to be a great deal more complex than, say, drama, which
can play on the emotions of an
audience through stage direction-

What this all boils down to
is something like the debate
over angels on heads of needles
—it's all quite academic since
directors still direct drama and
professors still profess poetry.

Read, Don't Listen
Considering ' this, then, it
hardly seems surprising that to
understand a poem completely,
you have got to sit down and
read it.

Now, W. H. Auden has written a beautiful poem which he
titled "For The Time Being"
and which, to compound the
situation, he designated as an
oratorio. Hence, as such, one
would assume that it should
function well as a dramatic
piece.
It doesn't.
Subtle Obscurity
The Rice Players performed
this work the other night in the
chapel, and with the words they
had to work with the production
was admirable. In fact, the
quality of the whole thing was
amazing, considering the acoustics of the chapel. No, there
can be no quarrel with the performance, or, for that matter,
with the direction.
The major fault lies with the
work itself in that in spots it
is subtle to the point of obscurity.
There can be little doubt, of

But I digress.
The point, of all the above
is really quite simple. "For the
Time Being" is, indeed, a
beautiful poem, fraught with
multitudinous poetic images and
figures of speech which all look
fine on paper.
It is a poem and not a drama
—no amount of emotion or ennuciation or gesticulation will
make such passages as "the
Meditation of Simeon" anything better than horribly obscure.
Splitting Headache
"For the Time Being" requires, if read aloud, the complete and uninterrupted concentration of the audience for
the better part of two hours.
Auden piles image upon image
upon image, until, if the listener blinks, he loses the whole
ti'ain of thought. Indeed, some
of Heroid's: lines are so long and

Van Wats Cites Interest Conflicts
Between Freedom And Traditions
involved
that he
had said
sentence
it.

that it was amazing
remembered wljiat he
at the beginning of a
when he had finished

So the audience has two
alternatives. They can either sit
there and turn themselves off.
thereby losing the significance
of the poem — or they can concentrate manfully, catch a bit
of the message, and leave with
a splitting headache.
Certainly, there are beautiful,
lucid, and dramatic passages in
"For The Time Being" — many
of them — but there is just so
much that Auden tries to get
across in so many different
ways, that "changes of mood"
are about the only thing an
audience can hope to catch
without more mental effort than
they should expect to spend.
Did Their Best

(Continued from Page 1)
and that "the only controls
(of the use of campus facilities) which may be imposed
are those required by orderly
scheduling of the use of
space."]
Little Opposition
Van Waes also reported that
some administrators have criticized the speaker section, wishing to put more emphasis on
the question of responsibility,
but he has heard of no opposition to it from the members of
the teaching profession.
Noting that there has been
a substantial increase in the
concern for student freedom in
recent years, Van Waes pointed
to a new interest among the
students in what he called their
"freedom to learn."
On many campuses, he explained, this interest has come
into conflict with "the whole
system of regulated student

life which is part and parcel of
our tradition in this country
but at variance with t h e
European tradition and with
that of the best schools here."
"It is a tradition which most
university presidents have inherited, most boards support
and most parents seem to want,"
he said.
Interest Conflict
The conflict of student interest in freedom with the tradition of regulation results in a
chemistry an many campuses
"where an administrator who
may be of good will finds the
pattern at variance with the
demands of the students and
must find the art to deal with
it."
Wherever it appears, he said,
the whole issue is "surprising
and unbecoming," and requires
"good sense" and "opportunity"
for its solution.

In short, "For the Time Being" is not well enough designed to be heard once and understood — even literally.
The Players did the best they
could. Lawson Taitte's Simeon
was as clear as he could possibly be, and Bob . Stout's
Joseph was especially impressive. The choral work was, on
the whole, excellent, and the
general staging was simple and
dignified.
Everything was as it should
have been — except that Auden
should have called his work
"an ode."

Woodward Defends Proposals In Debate At Wiess
By ALLEN BLACKBURN
Thresher Staff Reporter

Dr. Val Woodward announced
last Thursday that work was
complete on his committee's
study formulating proposals
for revamping undergraduate
education at Rice. The full report will be made public early
in January.
Speaking at Wiess College,
Dr. Woodward explained the
proposed plan briefly and defended it against objections
brought forth by other professors.
As proposed, the plan consists of a new curriculum divided. into four .broad areas:
science, math, western civilization, and reading, writing, and
reasoning- One general comprehensive lecture per week
would be given in each area.
Freedom To Work
The lectures are to be
augmented with s e m i n a r s ,
papers, and private consultations with professors. Placed on
his own initiative, the student
would be free to choose his own
topics in the four areas and
pursue them through independent reading and research. No
tests or grades would be given.
The only requirement, aside
f r o m periodic consultation,
would be an annual statement of
"pass w"o r k accomplished"
which is to be the student's
"best scholarly effort."
Freshmen and sophomores
would follow the pattern above,
with the remainihg two years
of university life being spent in
concentration on the individual's
field of interest.
Target Is 1966
Dr. Woodward said that the
proposed target date for a trial
program of some 50 students
chosen from volunteers among
entering freshmen is fall* 1966*

Before preparations can be
begun, administration approval
is necessary. Also funds, persumably from some foundation
such as Ford or Guggenheim,
must be found.
Woodward said the objective
of the new program is to free
the students from the pressures
of examination and "forced
learning," which he called detrimental to the educational
process.
The student would be allowed full freedom to "read,
think and learn as he will." In
short, the individual" would fit
the educational system to his
own personal need; and thereby, According to Woodward,
open fully the worth of university life and education.
Self Discipline
The program assumes a great
deal of self discipline on the
part of the student. With no
tests, required papers, or mandatory lectures, the student is
completely on his own to spend
his time in anyway he pleases.
Dr- Roy V. Talmage, Master
of Wiess, posed the question
whether freshmen students were
mature enough to enter such
a program, especially at Rice
where entrance requirements
are based on the test and grade
oriented student.
Dr. Paul Pfeiffer of the
Electrical Engineering Department asked how students could
possibly know how they stood
in such a curriculum. Fears and
apprehensions as to their abilities, he suggested, would be
heightened by the fact that they
had no grade through which
they could evaluate their performance.

this program would be a detriment under present admission policies. Some new
method for admission would
have to be found, he suggested.
Another point discussed centered oil the fact that the program demands a great deal
from the professor. In order
to conscientiously evaluate his
students, give each individual
attention, and prepare seminars
and lectures, the professor will
have no time for private researchSince research publications
are the only means for advancement in professional circles, it
was suggested by Dr. Talmage
that the professor would be
stagnated in his' position, relegated simply to the task of
teaching.
With,the Rice administrative
policy concerning faculty publications and original work a
problem might well arise,
though occasionally a semester
leave of absence for research
could alleviate the problem,
Dr. Woodward felt.

Life's a picnic when you're refreshed.
Coca-Coia, with its cold crisp taste,
is always just right,
never too s w e e t . . . refreshes best.
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Sheriff Sqielches Rice Lime Ran;
Racing Faae To Try Agaia Friday
The Lime'Run sponsored by
the Rice Sports Car Club Saturday was interrupted when officers from the Harris County
Sheriff's Office ordered the participants to , get off the streets
in 30 minutes.
According to club president
Dwight Calkins approximately
three-fourths of the 37 entries
were stopped by the two roadblocks. Although the officers
did not issue any ticket® for
traffic violations during the
event, students were detained
for as much as two hours.
"We were unable to convince
the officers we weren't 'dragging'," Calkins stated. "Apparently some of the farmers in the
area 6aw more than two cars or

TYPEWRITER
SHOP INC.

the road ancPsent in a complaint."
Officers of the club spoke
to officials of the sheriff's office later and were told that
their events would not be disrupted in the future if they inform the Sheriff's office dispatcher in advance.
Another lime run is being
scheduled for this Friday. The
$3 entry fee will be deferred for
participants in last week's run.
Calkins affirmed that the course
will be very clearly designated
and the sheriff will be called.

TV

Wiess College has produced a television show featuring the Wiess Chorus and
a Christmas party held last
Saturday for 55 children
from Irvington Courts.
The program will be shown
Sunday afternoon at four on
channel 11 KHOU-TV.
The 60 voice Wiess chorus
directed by Jim Ash sang
Drummer Boy and White
Christmas. Virgil P h e l p s
served as Santa Claus.
' '
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BY MORAG FULLILOVE
Threaher Staff Reporter

Thirty Rice studehts volunteered to take nursing aid training after Jan de Hartog spoke
at Will Rice on the conditions
in Houston's dharity hospitals.
Last Sunday afternoon, however, Mrs. Mimi Ullrich, a representative of the Red Cross
spoke to the interested students
and discouraged them from taking the training.
She indicated that the hospital had more volunteers than
J it could handle at the present

SCONA AT A&M

Students Ponder Latin Crises
The nature and extent of
Communism in Latin America
was the main point of contention
at the tenth annual Student
Conference on National Affairs
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(SCONA) held at Texas A & M
December 9-12.
Students from 75 Canadian,
United States and Latin American universities, including Hanszen junior Bill Broyles and
Baker junior Ron Green, discussed the future of Pan-American relations among themselves
and with numerous authorities
from government, education and
business.
Round-Table Discussion
Discussion among the students, who were divided daily
into eight small round-table
groups, was sparked by a running debate between Lewis U.
Hanke, Professor of Latin
American History at Columbia
University, and Jules Dubois,
Latin American correspondent
for the Chicago Tribune Press
Service.
Hanke urged the delegates
not to allow an overemphasis on
the threat of Communism to
detract their attention from
Latin America's particular and
pressing problems.

ONE'S A MEAL
Brooks System Sandwich Shops

Fine Food For Everyone
2520 Amherst
9307 Stella Link
IN THE VILLAGE
IN STELLA LINK CENTER
2128 Portsmouth
5422 Richmond Rd.
9047 So. Main

Dubois countered with a detailed documentary of Communist subversions, from Panama
to Puerto Rico, terming these
activities "Latin America's most
pressing problem."
Noted Latins Spoke
In addition to these speakers,
SCONA delegates heard Glenn
C. Bassett, vice president of
the International Department of
the Chase Manhattan Bank; R.
Richard Rubottom, former Ambassador to Argentina; and a
panel composed of a Latin

FOR YOUR TRAVEL
Por Vos Voyages
Por Su Vaije

TRAVEL UNLIMITED, INC.
2476 BOLSOVER DR. (In The Village)
2 Blocks West of Rice Stadium

MAT A WEEKEND! {

AIR —SEA —& HOTEL
RESERVATIONS
MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS RESERVATIONS EARLY

Across The Nation, Around The World

HELD
OVER
Feats.:
6:00

8:00
10:00

American businessman, an official of Sears Roebuck's Latin
American division, and an official of the Canadian government.
The stated purpose of SCONA
is to "bring together outstanding leaders from the various
schools represented to explore
timely national and international
issues. It does not attempt to
solve these problems, but an effort is made to study their impact and complexity."
Brings Divergent Opinions
According to Bill Broyles, one
of the Rice delegates to the
conference, the meeting did just
that: "The presence of students
from throughout the Americas
brought a variety of divergent
opinions to bear on the problems of Latin America."
"To attempt to solve these
problems was f a r beyond our
competence and our power,"
said Broyles. "I do think, however, that everyone who attended departed with a better
understanding of the delicate
interrelationships which compose the political, economic and
social structures of the American continent."

Wiess To Hire Female Secretary;
Baker, Hanszen Expect To Follow
BY ROBERT WATSON
Thresher Staff Reporter

Wiess College will exchange
its office men for a full-time
college secretary beginning in
January. The move was approved last week by President K. S
Pitzer and Ciampus Business
Manager J. R. Sims.
It is expected that the secretary will handle much of the college business, such as: typing and
mailing, taking some of the load
off the masters' secretary, Mrs.
Irma Turner. The new secretary will also distribute mail,
answer the telephone, and perform the other duties of the
custodians now employed.
There are other advantages
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moment, suggesting they wait
a year.
De Hartog, author of "The
Hospital," had typified the hospitals as public utilities which
are run as economically as possible "to keep the dying off the
streets."
Need Not
Emphasizing an immediate
need for volunteer workers at
the hospital, de Hartog told the
students the Red Cross would
set up a training program on
campus if 30 volunteers signed
up to take it.
Mr. de Hartog, a Quaker,
spent much time referring to
the rule of "ten cents of action
for every five cents of talk." It
was this ethic which prompted
several members of his faith to
volunteer to work in the Houston charity hospitals. They were
accepted, Mr. de Hartog feels,
because they weren't likely to
cause trouble.
Since nurses aren't allowed to
speak against the administration for which they work, and
Baylor limits the doctors under
their control, the volunteers
were the only ones who could
protest.
Local 'Lunacy'
In his attempts to raise money, Mr. de Hartog discovered
what he calls the lunacy of Houston, the fact that people will
not give money, but will volunteer personal service. Mr. deHartog encountered a new problem using these volunteers. They
needed Red Cross training, but
the Red Cross could not start
a teaching program until they
had been asked to do so by the
hospital.
It took four months to get
this approval. They were then
alowed to work only under certain conditions of discrimination.'
Their numbers eventually grew
and there are now 600 aides. But
this is not enough. The hospital
needs 3,500 to carry out thd intensive care for which it was designed, de Hartog said.

* check master cylinder
add fluid if necessary
* inspect wheel cylinders,
hoses, & brake linings
* examine brake lining and
condition of brake drums
* adjust and equalize
all brake shoes
* inspect front wheel bearings, repack if necessary
$1.19 any U.S. car
GOODYEAR
SERVICE STATION
2501 Rice Blvd. JA 4-2841

expected from the change. "We
ho.pe the presence of a female
in the office will add to the
generaj atmospher of the lounge
area," Wiess President Bill McGregor explains.
Baker and Haniszen have indicated an interest in instituting
the same plan. Baker hopes to
follow suit as soon as possible.
Hanszen is handicapped by the
present lack of facilities, which,
however, should be available
next year.
Will Rice at this time also
lacks the space. Its officers are
following a wait-and-see policy, doubting whether one person can handle all the work.
The person hired will be selected by the college master and
president. McGregor predicts a
matronly type for Wiess. It is
reported that the response
among members of Wiess has
been very favorable.

DEAN'S
GROCERETTE
Southgate & Travis
BEER
ICE
SOFT DRINKS

HancfoOff China-USSR
Urged By Freedman
We have seen the MoscowPeking quarrel in the wrong
perspective according to Max
Freedman, Washington correspondent for the Chicago Daily
News. "Par too many people
take as the gospel version propaganda put out by the Kremlin."
Freedman spoke.
Thursday in the RMC to the' Houston
United Nations Association of
the U. S. A. and the Houston
Council on Human Rights.
He argued that the image of
Red China as a "power mad
monster" unafraid of nuclear
war is not supported by either
the pronouncements or ^actions
of the Chinese government, but
is an image constructed and
spread by the Russian propagandists.
China More Rational
Freedman s u p p o r t e d this
statement by comparing instances in which China had
acted more rationally than Russia. China stopped shelling
Quemoy and Matsu before a

'Bumping' Keeps
Times Off Time
"Nothing more can be done,"
says RMC director W. S. Red,
referring to the late delivery of
the New York Times to the
campus store. Mr. Red attributes this primarily to the
Times being shuttled aside or
"bumped"' in Atlanta, where
the papers change jets en
route to Houston.
Eastern classifies the Times
as air freight. This is lower in
priority than air mail, passengers, baggage, and air express.
If there is a heavy volume of
air mail, lower priority items are shunted aside to await the
next flight. This includes the
Times.
The next possible flight to
Houston is a slow propeller
plane. Its: uncertain arrival in
Houston is in the afternoon. If
the papers are delivered to the
bookstore after 4 pm when
it is closed, the papers must
be delivered the next morning.
This route is the fastest and
most practical one to Houston.
On any route, by any line, the
papers may be "bumped."
Mr. Red and Professor Francis L. Loewenheim of the History Department have talked to
representatives of the Times,
Eastern, and others involved but
there does not seem to be any
hope of improving delivery.

serious conflict broke out and
has avoided direct involvement
in Viet Nam.
When the presence of Russian
missiles in Cuba was made publie, the Chinese government issued a statement charging
"there is no warrant for the
action of the Kremlin's smuggling missiles in Cuba."
Considering U n i t e d States
foreign policy relative to the
Sino-Soviet rift, Freedman emphasized that we must remember "the quarrel is not over us
but other Communist parties
in the rest of the world."
He suggested that the United
States policy be one of "verbal
disarmament." "Our policy towards the Moscow-Peking quarrel should be hands off and
words off."

ADMISSIONS-

"The student has a longer period in which to choose his
school."

(Continued from Page 1)
initely made Rice their first
choice.
For the "many students who
haven't decided between several
schools, "multiple applications
are still the answer," he said.

Mr. Giles amended the statement that early decision candidates were required tb meet the
same standards as regular admissions candidates. Some latitude was allowed on SAT scores

for senior-year subjects that
hadn't been taken by the candidates. "Otherwise, all requirements were the same."
The 121 successful applicants
who accepted Rice's offer of
admission each put up a deposit
of $100 on notice of their admissions.

sure
in tke parking lot, Richy,
with all those Dodge Coronets
around it.

Ties Prevent Recognition
Freedman stated that he considers it impossible for the
United States to recognize China while we are under our present obligations to Formosa.
"That does not mean in any
way that the present American
policy is satisfactory."
It is senseless to believe that
we can "starve China into good
behavior by withholding American trade," said Freedman. The
American embargo of China
should be reconsidered.
Freedman strongly opposed
the State Department's travel
ban on China. "Until we have
American reporters working in
China, the American people
will not be adequately served."

You
really
know
h o w to h u r t
a guy!

South Main Barber Shop
Open Mon.-Sat.
Monday Special To
Rice Students
All Hair Cuts—$1.25
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THE ALL NEW HOT DODGE LINE IS NOW ON
DISPLAY AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

WESTHEIMER DODGE
5727 Westheimer
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ART GRINDLE on JENSEN
Jensen Dr. at North Loop
COME IN FOR A TEST DRIVE TODAY!

Got a second? Lend an ear. Dodge's all
new, hot new Coronet 500 has got an
awful lot going for it (besides your girl).
For instance: buckets and backup lights,
full carpeting and a console, spinners
and a padded dash—all standard equipment. More? Much! Like an engine
lineup that would make any car squeal
for joy: 273, 318, 361, 383 or 426 cubic
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inches. Like a lean and hungry look. And
like a low, low price tag—Coronet costs .
less than any full-size Dodge in years.
We can't hope to make you a believer
with an ad, so we'd like to extend an invitation—come and see the 1965 Coronet
500 at your nearest Dodge dealer's.
Bring your girl along . . . it makes for
a cheap date.
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ITALIAN RESTAURANT

VENETIAN BUFFET
PIZZA, SPAGHETTI
STEAKS 4'fANDWICHES
7029 Fannin'
RI 8-9779

CLOSE TO
THE HEART
OF THE '
CAMPUS

COLLEGES ELECT FROSH, BLAZER
Ther freshmen of %ach of the
colleges have chosen Freshmen
representatives to their college
governments and Wiess has approved a new official blazer.
Doug Riden is Baker's new
o f f - c a m p u s representative,
Charles Shanor and Jerry Outlaw have been elected on-campus
representatives.
In Hanszen the new repre-

TIMES BARBER SHOP
2519 University Blvd.
JA 8-1509
Also Bellaire: MO 5-5557

$1.50 Reg. — $1.75 Flat Tops
DAVID CULVER
2434 TIMES
JA 8-9440

BREAK THE STUDY
WITH A SNACK

HABIT
AT

sentative* are Dan Copeland
onrcampus and Joe Nelson offcampus. Earl Phillips is the new
freshman representative to the
Will Rice Diet.
In a run-off election h e l d
Dec. 2, Jones freshmen selected
Joan Gurasich, a TWU resident,
and Judy Bellows, a resident of
Jones South, as their representatives to the Jones Cabinet.
Mickey Alexander defeated
Bob Gray for the Wiess position.
Wiess College adopted t h e
resolution to change the official
Wiess blazer, 103-81. The blazer has stirred up considerable
comment, ranging from "I like
it" to "Beau Brummel will turn
over in his grave" and "it (the
blazer) is a reasonably unattractive color."

DUTCH K E T T L E
HERMANN PROFESSIONAL BLDfi.

Hermann Prof. Bldg.
BARBER SHOP

BREAKFAST — LUNCH — DINNER
CHARCOAL BROILER

"Your barber across
Main Street"
EXPERT SHOE SHINES
JA 2-5311
6419 Main

STEAKS — HAMBURGERS — HOM!«j MAPK PIES

OPEN 24 HOURS
SHORT ORDERS TO GO — JA 2-9121
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id Shares Stage WHIkMaobeth;
aiors Demonstrate Tleir Follies

By DANIEL ALBRIGHT
Thresher Staff Reporter

So, once again the collective
might of the senior class has
waved its awesome hand and
spoken: "Let there be fun." And
there was fun.
The seniors can now sit contentedly on their laurels, for
another production of the Senior Follies has been seen, and it
was good. Too long?—perhaps.
In questionable taste? — who
cares. It was good.
In theory, the Follies were
supposed to be about television,
but this theme was more or
less ignored in favor of satirizing Ian Fleming, the American way of death, and Shakespeare, along with the usual college in-jokes. Example: a college dietician lists her menu,
then adds, "And a big bottle of
Kaopectate for breakfast." The
interviewer later remarks: that
the food is so good "she eats
it herself-"
Funny Fleming
The best sketch this year was
the James Bond parody, called,
appropriately enough, "Finger."

Bob Loewenstein was unbelievably laugh-provoking as the demented spy ("James Bod,") forever lighting cigarettes, kissing
total strangers, forgetting passwords, and falling over his own
feet.
Much of the suspense of the
skit was caused by Vesper,
played by the semi-legendary
Lili Milani, because everyone
kept waiting for her to walk out
onto the stage again.
"Dr. Skabbs Goes to College,"
was a one-joke routine, but
the joke was — well, decide for
yourself. A student wearing a
curly little pig's tail in the
the obvious position comes into
the office of Dr. Skabbs, doctor for a small Southern University.
Piggy Bottom
The doctor is perplexed, but
he looks in a reference book
and finds: "Piggy bottom! A
tail told by an idiot, full of
sound and fury, signifying
nothing-"
The last and most ambitious
of the sketches was "What
Makes Macbeth Run?" It is
hard to find a good satire of
Shakespeare a n y w h e r e , although his works seem as if
they ought to be easy to parody,
with their over-dramatic language and fantastic plots.
Can it be that Shakespeare is
really half-divine, as critics
have been saying for centuries,
and defies us puny mortals to
belittle him? At any rate, the
Follies' attempt was often very
funny, but in many places it
became limp. The experience of
listening to the Madison Avenue
cliches expressed in Shakespearian rhythms was enough,
however, to sustain the audience over many comparatively
uninteresting places.
Ad Exec MacBeth
The plot concerned an advertising agency vice-president
(Macbeth), who received his
position by getting the Crest
toothpaste account; his wife
urged him, to murder the president by inviting him to dinnei'
and poisoning his toothbrush.
To my mind the best scene in
the entire Foilies oceured just
before the murder, when tho
apparition of a toothbrush drops
from above in front of Macbe th's anguished face.
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MAGIC SKIN FOR SPACE METALS
You've seen an apple turn brown where
the skin was peeled off. Oxidation is the
culprit.
Oxidation also attacks and damages
metal parts in space vehicles and jet
engines subject to high temperatures.
GT&E scientists tackled this problem,
and developed a remarkable new coating that beats the heat and oxidation.

It acts as a protective skin similar to the
apple peel.
Innovations such as this are fostered
by an extensive research program conj*
ducted by General Telephone & Electronics Laboratories. And in part are responsible for the dynamic and continued
growth of GT&E.
If research is one of your goals in life,

you might want to know more about
General Telephone & Electronics. Full
information is available from your Campus Placement Director. Or write to
General Telephone & Electronics Laboratories, 730 Third Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017.
;
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I "RULES OF THE
GAME"
"SHADOWS"

Busy Stadium
Rice Stadium will play host
to the best that college and
Texas high school football
'have to offer Saturday. Jerry
Rhome, NCAA passing champion, leads the Tulsa Hurricanes against Ole Miss at
2:30 pm Saturday in the
Bluebonnet B o w l . Tickets
are $5.50 and $2.50.
Later in the evening at 8,
Galena Park, the alma mater
of Rhome's ace receiver
Howard Twilley, will meet
Garland for the AAAA crown
of Texas schoolboy football.
Garland is the defending state
champion.

i

Intra Basketball
Leaders Emerge

REBOUND BATTLE—Rice's Travis McCain (54) fights the
Aggies' Bill Gasway (53) for the ball as the Owls fell to their
fourth straight loss 69-60, in the f i r s t game of the Bluebonnet
Classic last night. Rice takes on Auburn, 50-48 losers to Houston,
tonight at 7:00 pm.

OWLOOK

Offense is Nice, Too
By STUART GLASS, Thresher Sports Editor
According to Naismith's first law of basketball, even if a team
has nobody who can shoot the ball, it still probably won't get
shut out. So there's no reason to be shocked that Rice scored 60
points against A&M last night in the first round of the Bluebonnet
Classic basketball games.
. The first corollary of this is that if a team can't score, it had
better concentrate on defense. And that is what Rice did," working
a "diamond-and-one" designed to stop John Beasley, the 6'9" junior gunner f o r the Aggies. And Marty Ivey, chosen to shadow
Beasley all over the court, managed to hold him to only two field
goals in the first half, and one of those was on a rebound.
The farmers only got 69 points. Nevertheless, this total is
consistently nine points more than 60, so there is no conclusion to
be drawn other than that A&M won the game. However, the Owls
did manage to prove that they are not quite as bad as they have
every right to be. Which doesn't do much to explain away an 0-4
record.
Nevertheless, if Rice can o find a scoring punch to go along
with the defense, they might come out oh the long end of the
score sometime this year. Candidates for scoring punch are these:
Doug McKendrick, who is the leading scorer for the Owls, mainly
by virtue of a bunch of layups that a 6'4" center has no business
getting. Also Don Siegmund, who shot 50% against the Aggies, but
doesn't shoot enough. There's plenty of room in the Rice offense
for Siegmund to shoot, so if he asserts himself as a shooter he
could be the best all-around player on the squad.
•»
Then there are Bill Doty, who has been known to hit everything in practice, but hold back in games, and Ivey, a hot-and-cold
shooter who is quite cold right now.
Defense is nice, but a little offense never hurt anyone.
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Pilot an airplane for $5

Ken Balacek still is the leading scorer in the basketball
loops, hitting for 23.3 for the
Geo Jox. Jim Parker of the
Nads has taken over second
place with an 18.3 average, and
Dale Dierberg of Frumious Bandersnatch .is third with a 17
point mean.
Touch football has finally
come to a close as Will Rice
grabbed the college consolation
round with a 25-13 victory over
Wiess. Mike Evans tossed for
three scores to Chip Travis and
to Nolan Lehman for the other.
Gary Zintgraff hit Bill Redwine
f o r one touchdown and ran for
another for Wiess.
Baker took the College championships over Hanszen, the
Pathetics
were
intramural
league champions, and the Baker Frosh were victorious in the
Freshman League.
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14 points toward the end of the
game.
Part of the disorganization
can be attributed to the fact that
Coach Allen Davis had his
charges switch into a zone defense after a score, and a manfor-man otherwise. The inexperienced Owlets came down the
court on defense more than a
little confused on numerous occasions.
Stockton finished the game
with 21 points, high for the contest, Ronnie Henson had 13, Larry Miller had 12, and Howard
hit for nine.
The game was the last f o r
the frosh until after the Christmas holidays, when they take on
Lon Morris, there, on January
11.
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Charm & Jewelry
Headquarters
Houston's
largest
collection of grold
and silver charms
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in town.
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Clip this ad and bring it out the airport. For only $5 one
of our licensed Flight Instructor pilots will take you'up in Iv;,
the easy-to-fly Cessna 150, and turn the controls over to ;)
you. He'll sit beside you with his dual controls while you - j j
fly the airplane. Take advantage of this unusual opportunity
to fjnd out how easy and fun flying an airplane really is.

The Rice Frosh evened out its
season record at 2-2 with an
easy 77-57 victory over Houston Baptist College in a solo
basketball contest Tuesday in
the Rice gym.
Farrar Stockton, a 6' 6" forward from Dallas, and Bill Howard, a 6' guard from Clear
Creek, led the way on the first
half barrage, as the Owlets
jumped to a 45-22 lead at intermission. Howard hit on three
straight long jumpers and
Stockton added inside rebounds
to push the lead at one time to
40-16.
But the tired frosh lapsed into
some sloppy basketball in the
second half against the clearly
outclassed Spartans, and although tne game was never in
question, the lead did shrink to

NOLEN'S

Saturday Night Doubles

JACKPOT GUARANTEED

7:30
2727 TIMMONS

The intramural basketball
race has boiled down to one
team dominating each league.
The Pathetics have pretty well
sacked up the Monday League,
The Gunners are leading the
Tuesday League, Grand Prix
heads u p
the
Wednesday
League, Cosa Nostra Nine leads
the Thursday League, and the
Nads are winning the Friday
League.
Only one week of play remains in League basketball,
that being a f t e r Christmas holidays. The college and league
playoffs should be held shortly
a f t e r finals.

Frosh Beat Hoistoi Baptist 77-57,
Evea Slate at 2-2 Before Holidays

all
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MORE THRESHING,
(Continued from Page 2)
diocre on their transcript? ,
Double Standard
It must be hard to realize that
some boys have a desire only to
coach or go into business. These
goals may seem mediocre to
some of the weenies, but what
we ^iraint out of life and what
they want may be two entirely
different things. So please don't
say my major is mediocre; it
just happens to be exactly what
I'm interested in.
Would it really be rewarding
for Rice not to have athletics?
Not economically, (heck, we

Imported Auto
Sales &
Service

coulditft chip in our measly |200
thotosahcL)' Maybe academically—hurrah! The double standard
is ° eliminated. I believe this Is
not a major factor.
The real reward will come to
this University when it conies
to the realization that athletes
are not a bunch of grazing animals, but actually humans with
emotions just like other people.
Just think, Harv, if athletics
were eliminated as you propose,
what would you spend your
.spare time writing to the
Thresher about? Maybe about
the double standard for academs
and engineers. This seems as
likely a guess as any.
SCOTTY MIDDLEBROOKS
Baker '66

CHRISTM

Clean Used Cars
COMPLETE PARTS
AND SERVICE
5109 Kirby JA 2-6303

Enjpy Pocket Billiards, Snooker, Regular Billiards, Your
Favorite Food, Refreshments, Best in Stereo Music at . . .

2438 Rice Blvd.

Phone JA 4-9253

(In The Village)
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Wahkiag Doorics
JamU MarfcMlty
Sir:—It is most unfortunate that
JanuS has failed to realize its
potential as a vehicle for the expassion of this generation's
creativity.
The two most ruinous things
that can happen to an amateur
literary publication have been
allowed to happen to Janus. The
content has become stereotyped,
and the tone has lost almost all
artistic quality.
From a sample of my work
which I sent in (which itself
was not entirely representative:
knowing the tendency of Janus
editors, I .chose the least structured and most melancholy to
submit), the one poem chosen
was the one I predicted would
be chosen—the dreariest and
darkest one.
Dark and Deathly
Janus has a heyday with
someone who writes nothing but
morbid poetry, who uses the
word "dark" in every other line.
If the editors cannot find
enough that is deathly they settle on something meaningless,
which disturbs people in another way—by making them believe they are abysmally out of
it.
The attitude seems! to be that
the only good poem is a dead
poem. Or for that matter, this
seems to apply to all the types
of work displayed in Janus.
And there is no basis in history for this, nor can it be shown
that this is even the true philosophy of this generation. I am
sorry that Janus is not a representative collection.
Mystery, Not Art
As for the artistic side of
Janus—where is it? It is not to

be found in the mechanistic
rompings of one who likes the
effect of little blade letters
printed on a page.
It is not to be found* in senseless ('though attention-getting)
rumbles of juxtaposed syntax
and non-syntax. (It is easy
enough to be "mystic" by being
' 'incomprehensible"—it's a mystery to everyone—but this cannot be substituted for art.)
Art in Janus is contained in
the designs made, with homemade brushes and in one simple,
vital short story.
I fear that credit must go to
Mr. Green for expressing the
spirit of Janus in his immortal
line—" 'Beagles in the grass.
Alas!'»
BEVERLY WEHKING
Jones '65
Janus Editor Charles Demitz
replies:
'In answer to the first charge
of Miss Wehking's letter: since
she composed it, Miss Wehking
is entitled to call her poem
anything she chooses. Morbid
and stereotyped, dead or dying,
the poem was in fact the best
work of the self-edited collection submitted by her for
consideration.
To indict Janus; in toto with
a blanket change of morbdity,
however, seems somewhat shortsighted. Consider, for example,
the gloomy Corbin poems or
Schulz's grisly " P e a n u t s"
panels.
All works in the Fall Janus
were printed not for their imputed morbidity/incomprehensibility but for their literary
merit; this has been and will
continue to be Janus' editorial
standard. Miss Wehking's allegation reflects not upon the
objective but perhaps upon the
state of mind in which she read
them.

Secondly, Miss Wehking denounces a lack of art jn Janus.
Ity disagreement is tetal; yet
meaningful rebuttal «f this
charge is rendered impossible
by Miss Wekktofs future to
clarify her shotgun use of the
term "art."
Cavalier, across-the-board dismissal of the Schorre cover and
photographs, the Kelly sculpture, the special alphabet, the
considered layout of the magazine, the prose, and the poetry
without adequate explanation
performs no more critical service than do last year's Nielsen
ratings.

Kaplan* Sachs
Resent Encroachment
Sir:—Doubtless, much response
has come to the Thresher already regarding the University
A s s e m b l y last week. We
feel that objections to the use
of Dr. Moseley's time by the
Administration to elucidate University policy on speakers are
well founded.
In the future, resentment due
to such encroachments could be
avoided by instituting a series
of University Convocations, say,
one each semester, at which all
"dirty linen" and other matters
of interest to faculty, administration, and students could be
discussed.
Other schools have found such
programs most worthwhile, and
perhaps it could help bridge the
"communications gaps" here,
too.
BARRY KAPLAN
Baker, '68
H. M. SACHS
Hanszen '66

We were
wary
of

The object of our concern was a
small, wedge-shaped mollusk found in
southern waters where we planned to
lay telephone cables.
Like others of its genus Martesia (of
the* family Pholadidae),' it is a borer.
Usually it bores into limestone or
some other substance to find a home.
Would it—could it—bore into our
undersea cables?
At the time, we were testing the
performances of proposed dielectric
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materials for undersea cables at various
simulated depths, temperatures and
ocean pressures. We also tested for
resistance to marine biological attack.
The testing showed that our cable
covering wouldn't be attractive to
pholads, and in nearly fifteen years of
experience with undersea telephone
cables we have peacefully shared the
ocean bottom with them.
But we had to be sure we could. In
the telephone business, reliability is
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everything. We must do all we can to
safeguard service from interruption. N o
threat is too small to ignore, not even
that posed by a tiny mollusk.
Right now we've got other problems.
Out in the Dakotas, hungry squirrels
and field mice are nibbling on our wires.
We have to run.

Bell System
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and Associated Companies

